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��������������� Learning stylesLearning stylesLearning stylesLearning stylesLearning styles
Attention to the way students learn is just as important in online

classes as it is in the traditional classroom. Yet, while you regularly

design face-to-face activities that involve visual and audio compo-

nents, group work, and physical movement, you may still be relying

heavily on the written word when delivering courses through the Web.

Learning-styles theory suggests that individuals process in-

formation differently and that instructors can help more students

succeed by varying the way they present course material. Mea-

surements of learning styles often make distinctions between minds

that process abstract data versus concrete data effectively, and be-

tween individuals who best learn in sequence, versus those who

more easily comprehend information in chunks. Howard Gardner’s

theory of multiple intelligences identifies eight kinds of learners

(See Figure 5), including those who benefit most from personal

interaction, those who prefer quiet reflection, and those who need

Figure �: Multiple IntelligencesFigure �: Multiple IntelligencesFigure �: Multiple IntelligencesFigure �: Multiple IntelligencesFigure �: Multiple Intelligences

Howard Gardner proposed in his �

� book Multiple In�
telligences that people learn differently and that each of
us is smart in at least one of seven ways:

�Linguistic intelligence (language)
�Logical�mathematical intelligence (numbers)
�Spatial intelligence (pictures)
�Bodily�kinesthetic intelligences (body)
�Musical intelligence (music)
�Interpersonal intelligence (people)
�Intrapersonal intelligence (self)
�Naturalist intelligence (nature)
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physical activity for optimal learning.

John Buerck directs the computer science program at Saint Louis

University. He conducted a study in which he compared the learning

styles of students enrolled in two sections of the same computer sci-

ence class (Programming Logic and Design) taught by the same in-

structor with the same course requirements. One of the classes was

taught on campus, while the other was offered online. After complet-

ing Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory and a short questionnaire, all stu-

dents were classified as one of four types of learners: Converger,

Diverger, Assimilator, Accommodator.

What Buerck found was that students tended to choose a method

of course delivery based on their own learning styles. Those who pre-

ferred the traditional face-to-face course were mostly Assimilators

(comfortable with theory and abstract ideas), while those who pre-

ferred the Web-based course were Convergers (skilled at solving prob-

lems and identifying practical applications of knowledge). No Internet

students were identified as Divergers (good at understanding multiple

viewpoints and generating new ideas), and smaller but comparable

numbers of students were identified as Accommodators (skilled at car-

rying out plans and tasks and undertaking new experiences). For part-

time faculty, the study presents some crucial information; pay atten-

tion to learning styles when incorporating Internet technology into

your curriculums. The study also demonstrates that colleges should

help guide students toward the kinds of classrooms that best suit the

way they learn.

Of course, the reality is that students are generally free to choose

online courses without any required screening. However, many learn-

ing style inventories are available and can easily be added to a course

Web site so that students are at least aware of how they learn best.

Further, adjuncts can make online courses more appealing for all kinds

of learners by varying the presentation of course material.

The most common mistake made by part-time faculty who are

new to online learning is to underestimate the need for interaction

and engagement with and among learners. This is manifested by a

failure to include interaction, discussion, or feedback into every online

assignment.

In addition to encouraging student interaction, you need to pay

attention to the multiple ways that students take in information. For

example, for each unit you could provide a trio of alternatives: a

PowerPoint outline, transcripts of your lectures, and the lectures them-

selves, streamed using RealPresenter (or Microsoft Media Player).
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In contrast, inundating students with print materials can bore

and overwhelm them. Richard Felder teaches chemical engineering

at North Carolina State University, and writes regularly about dis-

tance education in his field. In a recent article he wrote, he presents a

scenario that shows how an online course could engage a learner in

multiple ways. In the example, the student reviews a multimedia tuto-

rial that includes photos and diagrams and poses critical thinking ques-

tions, watches a video of the course instructor giving a lecture, re-

trieves information from a database to build an equation, exchanges

e-mail with the instructor, and participates in a chat room with the

other members of her group to discuss a joint project.

��������������� AccessibilityAccessibilityAccessibilityAccessibilityAccessibility
Since 1998, when Congress amended the Rehabilitation Act, fed-

eral agencies have been required under Section 508 of the law to make

electronic and information technology accessible to those with dis-

abilities. Coupled with the older and more inclusive Americans with

Disabilities Act, there is a greater emphasis on creating online courses

that can be used by everyone.

One of the first things the part-time faculty member can do to

make her/his course more accessible is to post in different formats.

For example, an assignment may be posted as a Web page and also in

PDF format. A lecture may be posted in text and in PowerPoint out-

line form, but once you’ve been teaching online for awhile, you’ll

probably want to go further. For instance, you might create HTML

tags for illustrations to help the blind or avoid certain colors for those

with color blindness. Look at your entire site and its ease of use for

those with various disabilities. Here are some free tools that can help:

�A list of the requirements for Section 508: http://www.access-

board.gov/sec508/guide/1194.22.htm

�Web Accessibility Initiative, a good overview:

http://www.w3.org/WAI/Resources/

�Advice on how to design more usable Web sites:

http://trace.wisc.edu/world/web/

�Tips for designing accessible Web sites, divided by disability

and tool: http://diveintoaccessibility.org/
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�Bobby checks Web sites for conformity to international ac-

cessibility guidelines for individuals with disabilities and offers

recommendations to fix problems: http://bobby.watchfire.com/

bobby/html/en/index.jsp

�CynthiaSays! is a Web content accessibility validation solu-

tion, designed to identify errors in design related to Section 508

standards and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. This

service is a free accessibility validation tester:

http://www.cynthiasays.com/

�Accessibility checklist from Penn State University offers

guidelines for designing or modifying Web pages for accessibil-

ity: http://tlt.its.psu.edu/suggestions/accessibility/check.html

�WAVE accessibility tool allows you to submit Web sites for

accessibility testing and also to download a Wave tool for in-

stant checking of other pages: http://www.wave.webaim.org/

index.jsp

�Accessible Web Publishing Wizard converts PowerPoint,

Excel and Word documents to accessible HTML:

http://cita.rehab.uiuc.edu/software/office/

�Adobe offers information and tools to make PDF files acces-

sible: http://www.adobe.com/enterprise/accessibility/

creating.html

�Hermish.com is a Web site accessibility tool:

http://www.hermish.com/check_access.cfm

�MAGpie is a tool for captioning and describing multimedia:

http://ncam.wgbh.org/webaccess/magpie/

�Microsoft offers tutorials for using accessibility features in

Windows, Word, Outlook, and Internet Explorer:

http://www.microsoft.com/enable/training/default.aspx

�STEP508 is a tool for prioritizing Web site accessibility prob-

lems: http://www.section508.gov/step

�Vischeck allows you to see what Web sites look like for those

who are color blind: http://www.vischeck.com/vischeck/
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In teaching a distance education course you are, in a sense, build-

ing your own little community. You are not just the facilitator; you

are the mayor. Your #1 goal is to keep the citizens from moving out.

Attrition rates for most distance education programs have been

higher than for traditional college courses, with dropout rates as high

as 80 percent at some colleges, though this trend is changing as pro-

grams mature. Many of the reasons—such as students’ inexperience

with technology, or insufficient student support services—are beyond

a part-timer’s control. However, you can have a tremendous impact

on student retention simply by

the way you communicate. The

form, frequency, promptness,

and tone of written and oral in-

teraction with students are very

important. The trick is to create

a sense of classroom commu-

nity. If students feel connected,

if they believe that you have a

personal interest in them, they

will be less likely to drop out.

Research by Angie Parker, who

teaches at Yavapai College,

shows that those students with a

higher “internal locus of con-

trol,” or level of self-motivation,

were more likely to complete a

course. For students taking dis-

tance education courses, such an

internal control was even more

important, because these stu-

dents must function more inde-

pendently. This self-motivation

is a learned trait, but it develops

more readily through positive

reinforcement; if students in

online classes feel that they’re

alone as they struggle with the

technology as well as the course

The GreatThe GreatThe GreatThe GreatThe Great
CommunicatorCommunicatorCommunicatorCommunicatorCommunicator

�Phone students at the

beginning of the course to

answer any questions they

may have�

�Be polite open and

responsive in communica�

tions you have with

students�

�Give frequent and

encouraging feedback�

�Be understanding and

flexible�

�Privately congratulate

individual students on

good grades� Ask what

happened when grades are

lower than usual�
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material, they are in greater danger of dropping out. In distance edu-

cation, Parker concludes, “Instructional intervention can be a power-

ful tool for accelerating motivational change.”

The dramatic increase in the number of online courses at col-

leges and universities—and the problem of hanging on to students

unprepared for this new way of learning—are leading to some research

efforts aimed at systematically examining both issues. “Quality on

the Line: Benchmarks for Success in Internet-Based Distance Educa-

tion” (2000), a study by the Institute for Higher Education Policy,

recommends that contact between faculty and students be “facilitated

through a variety of ways, including voice-mail and/or e-mail” and

that “Feedback to student assignments and questions is constructive

and provided in a timely manner.” Communication, the study con-

cludes, is key. In discussing community online, Gary Wheeler

(Wheeler, 2002) quotes a study by Palloff and Pratt that defines the

basic steps for establishing a virtual community. The steps are:

�Clearly define the purpose of the group

�Create a distinctive gathering place for the group

�Promote effective leadership within the group

�Define norms and a clear code of conduct

�Allow for a range of member roles

�Allow for and facilitate subgroups

�Allow members to resolve their own disputes.

It appears that allowing students to resolve their own conflicts

results in improved communication within the group.  Since face-to-

face interchange is not possible, online discussions in which students

present conflicting viewpoints seem to introduce a degree of emotion

into the learning process. However, you must be careful to monitor

the conflict so that it does not deteriorate into personal issues and

discourage dialogue.

One way to do this to set a positive tone from the start. Instruc-

tors can do this by being personal, polite, open and responsive in com-

munications you have with individual students, and with the class as

a whole. When responding to students’ questions and comments on

the discussion board and in e-mail, always use their names, and con-

sider signing messages with your first name, which seems friendlier.
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Make frequent use of terms like “please” and “thanks.” All of this

takes extra time, but it’s worth it.

While it’s a good idea to keep most communication on the dis-

cussion board so that you don’t end up repeatedly answering the

same question, e-mail can be a great tool for personal encourage-

ment and for friendly reminders about assignments that are up-

coming or overdue. To keep students on task, send weekly e-mails

to those who did not post on the discussion board to let them know

their contributions were missed. Another way to encourage com-

munication is to make yourself available at times and in a manner

that is most helpful for students. This doesn’t mean that, as an ad-

junct, you need to chain yourself to your computer 24/7, but it

might mean that you hold an online office hour one evening a week,

perhaps the night before an assignment is due. Make it easy for

students to contact you instantly, either in a chat room through the

courseware or via Instant Messaging.

Here are some practical tips for fostering good communicationHere are some practical tips for fostering good communicationHere are some practical tips for fostering good communicationHere are some practical tips for fostering good communicationHere are some practical tips for fostering good communication
in online courses:in online courses:in online courses:in online courses:in online courses:

�Call students on the phone�Call students on the phone�Call students on the phone�Call students on the phone�Call students on the phone� This is a simple and over-

looked “low-tech” tool that can be very effective early in the

term, especially for students who haven’t gotten started yet.

It’s a way to show you’re interested and to answer questions—

usually technical—that may have them stymied.

�Build a learning communityBuild a learning communityBuild a learning communityBuild a learning communityBuild a learning community� Have students post written

introductions (and photographs if possible) on the discussion

board—and post one yourself. Encourage students to interact

with discussions about course material, either through a space

on your site or in temporary chat rooms. Create an area online

for socializing.

�Give frequent and encouraging feedback�Give frequent and encouraging feedback�Give frequent and encouraging feedback�Give frequent and encouraging feedback�Give frequent and encouraging feedback� You might

adapt the practices of a biology instructor at Piedmont Tech-

nical College in Greenwood, South Carolina, who holds

online office hours, responds to e-mail within 24 hours, gives

a range of dates for an exam to be completed, and responds

to students individually with their grades and where they stand

in the course.

�Maximize the use of the discussion board to encour�Maximize the use of the discussion board to encour�Maximize the use of the discussion board to encour�Maximize the use of the discussion board to encour�Maximize the use of the discussion board to encour�
age group interaction�age group interaction�age group interaction�age group interaction�age group interaction� Minimize the use of e-mail for com-
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munication, and keep communication on the discussion board

as much as possible.

�Check in daily to answer questions and redirect discus�Check in daily to answer questions and redirect discus�Check in daily to answer questions and redirect discus�Check in daily to answer questions and redirect discus�Check in daily to answer questions and redirect discus�
sions if they get off track�sions if they get off track�sions if they get off track�sions if they get off track�sions if they get off track� Students need to sense your pres-

ence though you don’t want to intrude. Some instructors post on

discussion boards a few times during the week while others write

a weekly posting which comments directly on what students have

had to say during the week. Even if a problem seems to be de-

veloping, hold back, for often the group will resolve its own con-

flicts and be stronger for it. But if discussions veer wildly off

track, post a follow-up question to help recapture the focus.

�Be encouraging understanding and flexible�Be encouraging understanding and flexible�Be encouraging understanding and flexible�Be encouraging understanding and flexible�Be encouraging understanding and flexible� Congratu-

late students on a good grade. Ask what happened when a grade

was low. Allow them some time flexibility in completing as-

signments, if possible. Share a little of yourself. Reach out to

students who are struggling. A simple note to a student asking,

“Is everything OK? I haven’t heard from you in a while,” can

give a student under great pressurethe reassurance that someone

cares.

�Make class fun�Make class fun�Make class fun�Make class fun�Make class fun� Bramucci (2001) offers many ideas for in-

jecting an impish spirit and for giving students reasons to check

into the class more often. For example, he suggests a weekly

“Guess who?” feature based on unusual facts gathered by the

teacher about eachstudent. “Hide” actual test questions on the

site in a sort of “Where’s Waldo?” activity. Post teasers about

interesting information to be covered in an upcoming lesson. Post

holiday greetings. Invite students to submit nominations for a

joke of the week.

�Use an Icebreaker� Use an Icebreaker� Use an Icebreaker� Use an Icebreaker� Use an Icebreaker�  Maybe more so than with a class

taught face-to-face, an icebreaker can be an asset for distance

education classes. It commences communication immediately,

gives the students a chance to participate and use the tech-

nology, and gives the instructor an opportunity to observe stu-

dent writing styles.


